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Other financial primarily relates to debt funded deals with no disclosed equity investor.
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A volatile time for UK Transport and Logistics M&A

Transport Trends and Current Market
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T&L Deals by Category

Air Freight and Logistics Automobiles

Marine Road and Rail

Transportation

2019 was a year of complex development and growth for the modern transport and logistics sector,
causing businesses to reform their short and long term focusses. H2 2019 remained consistent in
terms of deal volume with 46 deals completed involving UK target companies. The number of
disclosed total transaction value has seen a drop to £35m, however consisted of the giant auto deal
which saw Fiat Chrysler and Peugeot merge to create the world’s fourth-largest car maker in the auto
industry.

2020 has started in an altogether different way with the impact of the global Coronavirus pandemic
being felt across all industries. Within transport and logistics certain businesses are currently trying to
cope with increased and unprecedented demand, whilst others are planning for a short “hibernation”
period as their businesses are closed down.

Growing uncertainty in the industry around regulations, trade
and economic growth is to be expected with increasing cyber
attacks, rising congestion and regulatory oversight. There has
been a drop in deal activity in the airline category, however this
is to be expected with questions over the terms on the ECAA.
Despite this, other deal categories within T&L has remained
fairly consistent with road and rail making up 50% of deals in
H2 2019.

Being in the age of technology, smart thinking and big data, this
is an exciting time for the T&L sector which has seen businesses
reform to improve quality, forecasting and optimising growth.
In particular, automation has gained traction within T&L with
IoT being adopted to overcome to likes of transportation
delays, operator errors and theft. As well as this, air freight and
logistics have also been doing well, the cross-border e-
commerce boom continues with the airfreight hubs becoming
important for growth as e-commerce giants build up their
package sorting and automation capabilities.
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UK Market Transactions

Private Equity Activity

AcquiredAcquired

Acquired

For GBP 3.0m
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For GBP 5.3m

Acquired

For GBP 402m

Acquired

For GBP 24.8m

Acquired a stake in Acquired a stake in

Acquired

Acquired

“Digitalization is already transforming all T&L segments and it is
expected to be the most impactful trend over the coming years.”

For an undisclosed 
amount

“With growing China-EU volumes, new investments and
opportunities, we can expect new trade route solutions such as
services and infrastructure development”

For an undisclosed 
amount

For an undisclosed 
amount

The Transport and Logistics sector has been a year of opportunity in
2019 with an significant growth of 12% in deal volumes since 2018.
The sector itself is worth over USD 118.3bn to the UK economy,
employing 1 in 12 working people. The UK sector has been an active
place for acquisitions with the largest UK deal value being £402m, this
was the acquisition of accident management group Redde by
Northgate PLC. The aim of the merger is to create a leading
integrated mobility solutions platform aiding companies in their
growth strategy.

November saw the acquisition of Boston Putford Offshore Safety, a
vessel operator by North Star Shipping for £24.8m. This transaction
will aid the company in reducing costs, optimising regional footprint,
allocating core assets and improving profits. This demonstrates the
active approach companies within the sector are making to
consolidate to achieve efficiency savings and provide a well rounded
service.

UK’s automotive industry is the country’s single biggest exporter of
goods and accounts for more than 14% of total exports despite the
challenges of Brexit on the increasing export-led industry. Jaguar Land
Rover’s Special Vehicle Operations arm has acquired Bowler, the off-
road Land Rover tuner, for £3m securing its future following
administration. Bowlers fast-growing business amplifies the key
attributes of Jaguar Land Rover vehicles, creating distinctive world-
class products making it a ‘natural fit’ within the company.

For an undisclosed 
amount

For an undisclosed 
amount

Acquired

For an undisclosed 
amount

Private Equity firms are moving into the transport and logistics space
demonstrated by a 50% increase in the number of PE deals during H2
2019. This increased attraction has a number of driving factors including
the market being fragmented and the economic tailwinds fuelling
growth.

July saw Strategic European Stake buy in Aston Martin approaching a 5%
stake for an undisclosed value. This aids Aston Martin in their growth
strategy to stabilise their team, strengthen their core specialities and
product range and encourage portfolio expansion. This paves the way for
a more sustainable luxury automobile business, this has been a common
goal for many automobile supplies during 2019 and leading into 2020.

The UK parcels market aimed to exceed £12bn in 2019, with growth
driven mainly by home shopping in the face of the patchy performance
of the UK economy. New technologies and carrier services has aimed to
cut out the ‘middle-man’ to provide fast and reliable services. In terms of
PE activity in the market, Mayfair Equity has backed the management
buyout of Parcel2Go, the UK’s largest price comparison website for
parcel delivery services, for an undisclosed value. The equity partner will
provide Parcel2go with the additional capital and operating support to
accelerate their growth plans and explore future M&A opportunities to
support rapid growth.



Overseas Acquirers – Selected Deals 

ACQUIRER TARGET TARGET CATEGORY DEAL VALUE

Peugeot S.A. Fiat Chrysler Automobile  N.V, Automobiles £34.5m

Homblower Yachts, Inc. City Cruises PLC Marine Undisclosed

NTG Nordic Transport Ebrex Business Solutions Air Freight and Logistics Undisclosed

Extreme Event Ltd City Scape Road and Rail Undisclosed

Quoted Companies

Orbis is a mid-market corporate finance boutique advising

on a wide range of M&A transactions covering business

services, in addition to food & consumer, industrials,

technology, media & telecoms, and healthcare. Orbis also

has an active investment portfolio held through its

investment vehicle Intrinsic Equity.

If you are considering your strategic options for enhancing

the value of your business or your client’s business, please

contact either Gary or Steph.

About Orbis

Gary Ecob

Partner
.

T: +44 (0) 121 234 6074

E: gecob@orbiscf.com

Steph Mersh

Manager
.

T: +44 (0) 121 234 6091

E: smersh@orbiscf.com

Contact

Source: S&P Capital IQ

Overseas acquirors have shown an increased attraction to UK
based transport and logistics companies with 13 deals
completed in H2 2019, an 44% increase from the first half of
the year.

The largest deal value saw the partnership of Peugeot and Fiat
Chrysler – two major automobile companies, for £34.5m,
creating a car industry giant. The merged entity will allow
investment into ‘the new era of sustainable mobility’ –
meeting regulations on emissions and developing autonomous
vehicles. This merger brings about exciting new opportunities
within the sector and demonstrates profitability despite Brexit
tariff implications.

In the marine category, City Cruise has been acquired by
Homblower Yachts, an American dining and excursion cruise
operator based in San Francisco. The sale of City Cruise will
result in greater investment opportunities for the brand in
2020 and beyond. The value of the deal was not disclosed.

NTG Nordic Transport Group A/S completed the acquisition of
85% of the shares in Ebrex Business Solutions Ltd. The
expected synergies from the deal are expected to give healthy
returns and opportunities for growth. As well as this, Ebrex will
strengthen NTG Nordic’s position in continental Europe and
the UK, enabling the development of efficient and highly
value-creating solutions for their customers.
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The average discounted EV/EBITDA has seen a significant jump
during H2 2019 with an average value of 6.3x. The likes of
Clarkson and DX (Group) retain a fairly high EV/EBITDA
valuations whereas Stagecoach Group are at the lower end
however still retaining a steady multiple. This demonstrates
stability in the Transport and Logistics sector with the overall
average remaining constant. New entrants help to encourage
more lucrative elements to the value chain by exploring digital
technology, meeting customer expectations, lowering prices
and new ‘sharing’ business models to encourage collaboration.

This combined with the expected fallout caused by the global
Coronavirus pandemic encourages further consolidation and
therefore an expected increased in the levels of M&A over the
longer term.



Orbis is an independent corporate finance advisory firm, working with business owners, management teams and 

investors to advise them through every aspect of corporate finance.

The partners have over 100 years of deal-making experience and combine their broad network of global relationships 

with deep sector knowledge and investor skills to deliver a specialist M&A experience.

Orbis is the UK partner for Clairfield International, a global investment bank, offering clients access to over  400 corporate 

finance professionals situated in over 20 countries across the globe.

Orbis and Clairfield International: Transport and Logistics Deals 

Sold to

Reorganised its capital 
with 

Acquired 100% of
Acquired a majority stake 

in

Advisor to the seller

and

Advisor to the buyer Advisor to the buyer

Management team 
supported by

Acquired

Acquired

Advisor to seller 

Company Sales Business Improvement Management Buy Out

▪ Extensive mid market M&A expertise 
and experience across the team.

▪ International reach – over 20 countries 
and growing, with 90% of all sale 
mandates involving an overseas party.

▪ Independent advice and planning 
strategy led by sector insights.

▪ Turnaround and profit improvement 
credentials.

▪ Leading the team through uncertainty.

▪ Deal leadership and fund raising.

▪ Align interests with management team.

▪ Co-investors on 15 deals.

Acquisition Support Capital Raising Due Diligence

▪ Listed and private clients.

▪ Research and origination - internal 
research team and tools.

▪ Strategic and financial assessment.

▪ Supporting existing business to fund 
development.

▪ Supportive investor bringing focus on 
value creation.

▪ Experienced and informed advice.

▪ Extensive experience within the UK and 
of international transactions.

▪ Tailored reports.

Orbis Partners : A complete range of M&A services providing a wealth of experience to ourclients

Merged with

Carried out a share capital 
increase subscribed by Acquired

Advisor to the buyer

June 2018 Deal Completion

Business Overview
Wellocks supply a range of high-quality food ingredients to a premium customer base. The business employs
around 470 people nationwide, operates from four strategically placed business units and makes over 6,000
nationwide deliveries a week via its own fleet of temperature-controlled vehicles.

Our Role:
Orbis advised the shareholders of Wellocks during a two-year period on potential exit strategies, resulting in
William Jackson Food Group acquiring the company. William Jackson aims to uphold the premium brand
image of Wellocks and translate this into further organic growth for the overall group.

For undisclosed value
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shares in a sponsor less 
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